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Reply by:Marcel de VeldeJanuary 8, 2013, Zwolle, The Netherlandsemail: marcel@justintonation.comOriginal paper can be found here: http://www.ozanyarman.com/files/theoryVSpractice.pdf  First of all I would like to thank the authors of the original paper for their excellent study.It presents the most useful pitch measurements of Turkish Maqam music I could find.However, I feel the most important tuning system has not been included in the comparison.The pure Pythagorean system.I’ve therefore added the pitch data in cents of both a 12-tone and 24-tone Pythagorean scale to the comparison tables. The aditional data is presented in red, I’ve made no modification to the original data which is all in black.I’ve chosen a 24 tones (24 tones linked by 23 pure 3:2 fifths) as the number of tones so there could be a fair comparison against the other 24 tone scales included in the original study.The Pythagorean system itself is of course not limited to 24 tones, but instead continues indefinitely.  My conclusion is that the 24-tone Pythagorean scale clearly gives a better match overall to the data of this study than the scales compared in the original paper.Furthermore, I also find Pythagorean to make the most sense of all scales included. It is a pure just intonation system without tempering, the oldest known tuning system in the world and it has already formed the basis for western music for millennia, as well for for instance Chinese music and the Indian 22-tone Shruti (though this is also often interpreted as a 5-limit JI scale, this 5-limit interpretation differs only a maximum of 2 cents from a perfect Pythagorean chain of fifths).It then makes sense to think the human brain uses a universal system to intepret musical pitch and that this system is based on the simple math of factoring the numbers 2 and 3 giving rise to the Pythagorean system.
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Pyth12       203.9       384.4  498         702               905.9  996.1         1086.3Pyth24       203.9 360.9 384.4  498         702               905.9  996.1  1062.9 1086.3
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Pyth12       203.9  294.1       498          702   792.2                   996.1 1086.3 or 1109.8 *Pyth24       203.9  294.1       498          702   792.2                   996.1 1086.3 1109.8 *  * the data seems equally likely to indicate a major seventh of 1109.8 cents here to me instead of a diminished octave of 1086.3 cents.
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Pyth12      90.2          294.1 384.4 498           702   792.2               996.1 1086.3Pyth24     113.7 137.1    294.1 407.8 498           702   792.2               996.1 1109.8 *  * here I’ve used Pyth24 in an alternative way which seems to give a higher match to the data, while also making the comma distinction in the first tone. only the last tone (which shows only a very weak peak in the data) has to be interpreted a comma higher at 1109.9 cents, otherwise the 137.1 cents tone would not fit the same 24 tone Pythagorean subscale.
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Pyth12        113.7         294.1         498    702    792.2               996.1Pyth24        156.9         294.1         498    702    768.7    859 882.4  972.6Pyth24        137.1         294.1         498    702    792.2    839.1      996.1 * * I’ve given 2 Pyth24 interpretations here as the first interval seems to match 137.1 best, but for the other intervals the first interpretation with 156.9 cents first interval seems to match best overall.
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Pyth12       180.5       294.1 384.4 498         702   792.2       882.4        996.1Pyth24       157         270.7 384.4 498         702   792.2       858.9  972.6 996.1
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Pyth12          90.2                      384.4 498  702  792.2         882.4  996.1Pyth24          113.7                     384.4 498  702  792.2         882.4  996.1 *Pyth24          90.2                      384.4 498  702  792.2        858.9   996.1 * * The data seems to indicate the possibility to interpret 113.7 a comma lower and 882.4 a comma lower as provided in the second Pyth24 scale.
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Pyth12       203.9       294.1 407.8  498        702   792.2       996.1 1109.8Pyth24       180.5       294.1 407.8  498        702   792.2 882.4 996.1 1086.3
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Pyth12        113.7        317.6 498          611.7  702        815.6  1019.6Pyth24        113.7 227.4  317.6 521.5  545   611.7  702        815.6  1043 Unlike all the other scales presented here, Pyth24 seems to match the data very closely.
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Pyth12        113.7 317.6  498         611.7        702   815.6  1019.6 1109.8Pyth24        113.7 317.6  474.6       611.7        702   815.6  1019.6 1109.8 1176.5




